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editorial
Hoo Boy, Good News!
Finally, Spring and outdoor
season! And with each Spring
comes new hope! This year the hope
comes in the form of the creation of
a professional archery coaches association, the Archery Coaches Guild
(see the announcement “Announcing ... The Archery Coaches Guild”
in this issue). As you may know we
have felt that such an organization is
lacking in our sport, it being a
prominent “Missing Piece” of how
we advance as a sport. My sincere
hope is that this organization grows
and prospers, along with the coaches it serves. It seems to be making a
good start by asking coaches what
they want. Imagine that, asking
coaches what their needs are.
Amazing idea. (Yes, I was being sarcastic; I do apologize.)
At this point in time archery
coaches have no “standard practices,” no “coaching golden rules,”
no professional standards, and no
real instruction regarding how to
coach, other than the few precepts
that are taught in Level 1 coach
training programs (Be positive!
Always describe how to do it right,
not how they are doing it wrong.”
etc.)
The best way to get an expansion of coaching wisdom is for
coaches to share what they are doing
now. I have spoken to some coaches
about a concern that they would be
“giving away their secrets.” I say
spoken, but these conversations are
mostly by email which is a good

thing as the others can’t see me
laughing. I follow golf instruction as
a model for archery instruction.
Golf magazines and online golf
training programs are often selling
“secrets.” Interestingly enough, all of
those secrets have been published
before. In other words, there are no
“secrets.” The word “secrets” is used
in place of “things you don’t know
yet.”
Archery coaches should be able
to sell their ideas, wisdom, whatever. (I have several books on the market myself.) And you can give away
all of your “secrets” and you will
never run out!
This might be my training as a
scientist showing, but look at where
science is. Science really took off
when it became the common practice that you must publish your
“secrets” to have them acknowledged. In fact, scientists often rush
to get into print to establish primacy of place (“I was the first to recognize . . . blah, blah”). If we share
what we know now, we will stimulate the thinking of a great many
coaches who will go on to think new
thoughts and that is a recipe for
progress. It sure works for science.
To celebrate the ACG Launch
we have a monster issue (more
pages than in a very long time) and
several articles on coaching this
issue. We welcome Markus Wagner,
from Germany, who shares some of
his wisdom he has acquired coach-

ing remotely. (Wilkommen!)
The AER folks address the
topic of shooting rhythm in both
their “archers” and “coaches” pieces
and I chime in with a piece examining the basis for what we teach
archers, and just to keep the equipment hounds at bay, Tom Dorigatti
provides a very thorough review of
Darton’s new Vegas compound bow.
And doesn’t this issue’s cover
say it all about our sport: our equipment is the ultimate outcome of the
finest archery engineering minds,
computer design programs, industrial designers, the use of the most
modern materials . . . which we then
slather with some cheap auto body
putty to make it fit, to humanize it.
It is our hope that you are soon
outdoors (if not there yet) and
enjoying watching arrows fly,
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Bob Ryder is a four time National Collegiate
Archery Coach of the Year, an NAA Level III
Coach, a past U.S. Intercollegiate All-American and National Champion, past member of
the U.S. Archery Team, National Judge, Tournament Director for over 25 National Archery
Championships, including National Indoor,
Target, and Field Championships, past VicePresident and member of the NAA Board of
Governors, past Chairman and Executive
Committee Member of the College Division of
the NAA (USCA) and member of the James
Madison University Athletic Hall of Fame. He
is currently Head Coach of the James Madison
University Archery Team which has produced
42 All-Americans, 16 National Champions,
23 National Team Titles and 14 World Champions during his tenure.

Tom Dorigatti has been an avid archer and
Bowhunter for over 55 years. He has been hunting with a bow and arrow since he was 10 years
old. Although bowhunting was his primary
objective, target archery quickly took a front seat
for the times when hunting season wasn’t open.
Tom has been a member of the National Field
Archery Association for 45 years and has actively participated in tournaments or on ranges in
no fewer than 37 states, as well as Guam and
the Azores. He has also been involved in managing archery leagues and tournaments up to
and including NFAA Sectional events since
1968. He is a NFAA/USA Archery Certified
Level 3 instructor.
Tom is the author of three books, “ProActive
Archery,” “The Puzzled Archer,” and “The Puzzled Cyclist.” During the bike riding season,
Tom can be found either at the archery range or
out on a road bicycle or trike.

Markus Wagner says “I tried to remember all
the details from the past. I was surprised that I
really remembered mostly results I shot. But all
the tournaments I shot as a teenager I cannot
remember. And because I moved away from
Germany in 2011 I don’t have any papers
about it anymore. And the last five years were
very special. I sold my equipment and moved
around Europe with my wife. I really missed
being active in archery even by myself. I hope I
can afford equipment again soon. And because
I am offering Online-Coaching and also the
live-coaching afterwards for archers who can
afford it, I will need to be shooting again.
Cheers from Sankt Augustin, Germany”

Kirk Etheridge is Back in Print!
Professional Archery Technique, written by Kirk Ethridge, who won numerous indoor and outdoor championships in NAA, NFAA, and FITA competition,
as well as being the 1992 Las Vegas Unlimited Champion and 1993 FITA World
Indoor Champion, has been out of print for quite a while, but no longer!
Kirk shares his expertise and hard-won advice freely in this book. Topics
include bow and arrow setup, perfecting your form, the shooting process, tuning
the bow, troubleshooting, the mental game, and defeating target panic.
Professional Archery Technique blew the whistle on rangefinding techniques, used to determine the distances to unmarked range targets and which
are still illegal in most organizations, that were and are in widespread use in field
archery. Now, you don’t have to wonder why you don’t place in unmarked
shoots; you can learn how the winners do it!
While focussed on compound archers who want to excel, Kirk also offers tips
to recurve archers and bowhunters, as well.
Get yours soon!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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The 2015 Darton
Vegas, A Review
by Tom Dorigatti
Introduction

Darton Archery has been involved in the game of
archery for 65 years. They have numerous patents
dating as far back as 1950, with even more patents
pending (see illustration below).
The Darton Vegas and Darton Executive compound bows are a new addition to the Darton line of
compound bows for 2015. Both bows are built around
a new shoot-thru type of riser, along with the new
DualSync cam system and “SoftTouch” finish, which
feels “Rubbery.” There are two string stops on the
bow, and the cable split is accomplished through the
use of two cable guards, one on each side of the riser.
The bowstring is aligned down the middle of the cam
and the riser. The cable clearance is accomplished by
splitting the load of the cables equally on each side of
the riser, which reduces the torque and side load as
compared to a single cable guard system. There is no
cam lean with the bow and, of course, this reduces the
induced torque from the cabling system to a minimum. The grip is positioned as close to the center of
the bow as possible, and the arrow rest mounting
holes (yes, there are two arrow rest mounting holes on
both sides of the riser!) are lowered closer to the arrow
shelf to help get the nock travel as close to level as
possible. I will discuss this a bit later in the article.
The Darton Vegas’ letoff is adjustable through the
use of wedges in the following range: 65%, 70%, 75%,
and 80% (no wedges installed). In addition, there is a
set of round draw stops that can be mounted, one on
each cam that contact the cable on the other side of
the cam to allow for a super hard wall, a slightly softer wall, or a somewhat spongy wall depending upon
6

what you want as a feel at full draw.
I am not a member of Darton Archery’s shooter
staff and I’m not in any way tied to Darton Archery.
I am also not being compensated by Darton Archery
for this review. I’m simply an interested archer who
has been around quite some time and decided to do a
review of this new compound bow. You are getting an
honest, unbiased assessment from a shooter’s standpoint. You are not going to read a series of charts and
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graphs or analyses of the physics and design details
behind this bow. And you are not going to read
through a bunch of narrative about hysteresis, bow
limb deflections, and analyses of the countering forces
at work. You will see a table concerning the arrow
speed of different shafts that I shot through this bow
at the same draw length and poundage. It is raw data
and the result of five shots through the chronograph
at two draw lengths (the module selected) and each
letoff wedge setting. This data is after the bow was set
up to the base shaft. There is also a table showing the
actual measurements taken with two different draw
length modules installed and the effects of the changing of the draw weight and letoff with regard to draw
length, brace height, axle to axle length, and the string
stop gap.
As a shooter, I don’t really care about patents, the
reasons behind the designs of the cams, why there are
two string stops instead of one and why they are positioned where they are. What I do care about are the
modules and their actual draw length measurements.
I am also more concerned about how the draw cycle
feels as opposed to how fast the bow shoots.
In a nutshell what I’m interested in is what all archers
would be interested in, namely:
• Delivery Time How long it took to get the bow
from the time I ordered it.
• Instructions and Owner’s Manual How complete
are the instructions and are they easy to follow?
• Receipt of the Bow Was the packing sufficient? Was
there any damage to the bow or its components?
• Fit and Finish Were all the screws, clips, and components properly installed or contained in the
parts bag that came with the bow. Were there any
dings, mars, marks, or flaws in the finish of the
riser or on the limbs? Did some extras come with
the bow that I didn’t expect to receive?
• Did Darton deliver what I ordered? Were the strings
and cables within specifications? Was the draw
length correct out of the box, or did it require a lot
of “tweaking?” Were the cams timed properly?
Was the draw weight within the range I ordered?
Were the brace height and axle-to-axle length
within specifications? Was the percent letoff under
or overstated, and if so, how much? Did changing
the letoff % affect the draw length, and if so, how
much?
• Ease of Setting Up the Bow How easy is the bow to
set up and are there any “tricks or nuances” that
you will have to figure out? Did a “standard setup”
from “ProActive Archery” work for this bow?
Archery Focus

What were the results of this method of set up?
How did that ever important first arrow shot thru
paper deliver?
• Extras that Came with the Bow: The Darton Vegas
came with several extras, namely three sets of letoff modules (65%, 70% and 75%), a set of Allen
wrenches for module and letoff wedges installation, two sets of spare module bolts, and of course
the perimeter draw stops and bolts.
The stabilization setup that I used and tried is
something that is very individualized. Just because the
setup works for me doesn’t make it right for anyone
else. Stabilization is so individualized that I can only
relate my experiences with the stabilizer setups that I
tried and what I’ve ended up with. You will read about
a different and unique stabilizer setup that, for me
worked just fine and I couldn’t pick up any loss or
huge gain from this odd-ball setup from the “standard” setup being used by others, or the one I’ve
always preferred either. Some pretty “wild” stuff, but
I’ll share it with you anyways!
So, let’s get on with my review of the new 2015
DualSync Darton Vegas Compound bow.
Catalog Specs for the Darton Vegas

I’m not going to bore you by going through all the
special things about this bow with regard to IBO
Continued on Next Page
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speeds, and other sensational things. A picture is worth a thousand words, and the
photo below, which is from the 2015
Darton Catalog tells it like it is. I will mention these items again in passing, but I
won’t try to improve upon their narrative,
but I will obviously verify whether or not it
holds true.
Delivery Time

The new Darton Vegas was at my door
exactly two weeks after I ordered it. About
3-4 days before delivery, I received a phone
call from Darton Archery. I was asked to
verify the draw length that I wanted, and
which extra set of modules (added cost) I wanted
shipped with the bow. The next question was one that
surprised me, and at the same time I was impressed
that I was even asked this question: “Tom, we checked
the maximum peak poundage on the bow as it is built.
According to our scale, the bow maxes out at 52.1
pounds. You ordered 40-50 pounds. Is it okay if the
bow is over by that amount?” I told him that I was
planning on shooting the bow somewhere between 45
pounds and 48 pounds maximum, so being able to
back it off some would be fine. He then told me that
the bow would be shipped that afternoon and I
should have it in a few days. Please note that the bow
is built in Michigan (it was important to Darton).
Receipt of the Bow

As per my book “ProActive Archery,” I never open a
bow box before taking photos of the outside conditions of the box and the tag on the end of the box. I
also take that tag off the box and put it into a file folder with the Instructions, and all other related paperwork. I also match up the Serial Number on that tag
with the actual serial number that is on the bow. You
can see that, in the photos below, the box was “dented” some, but there were no holes or other problems
with the outside shipping container. I must admit that
when I saw the compression of the box from the end,
I was concerned about potential damage to the cam
on that end of the bow. The other end of the box was
undamaged. My concerns were alleviated once I
opened up that end of the box and observed how well
the bow had been packed. Darton Archery, if they
always package their bows like this, is to be commended for their care concerning the packing of their
bow for shipping (see photos above right). Notice that
the ends of the cams were very well protected from
8

any potential damage from mishandling.
Pre-Check of Bow and
Components, Check for Fit & Finish

After removing the protective packing materials from
around the bow and cutting out the product tag from
the end of the shipping container, I thoroughly
checked the bow from top to bottom for missing
screws, clips, bolts, and such. I also checked the entire
bow from top to bottom for nicks, scrapes, or blemishes. All of the items were where they belonged; all
screws, bolts and clips were tightened properly. There
were no blemishes, nicks or scratches to be found anywhere on the bow or its additional accessories. All of
the extra accessories were in plastic Ziploc bags and
were also free of nicks or marks.
Darton sends additional items with the bow,
among them being a catalog, a “Wearables Order
Form” (for Darton Logo Clothing), and of course the
most important items of all, the “2015 DualSync
Vegas Technical Bulletin” and the “Bow Press Setup
Locations” photo, both of which are critically important. In addition, the is a pair of the correct sized
Allen wrenches for use with installing/removing the
modules and let-off percentage wedges.
The “2015 DualSync Vegas Technical Bulletin” is
somewhat of a repeat as to what is in the catalog, but
gives the all important additional information about
(see photo below):
• The Shoot Thru riser system
• The Tuning Marks
• The Dual Mounted bowstring suppression units
and their proper placement and how to adjust
them.
• The Draw Stop Adjustment Modules coupled with
the let-off adjustment and its effects on the draw
Archery Focus

length setting of the bow (this will be tested and
shown in detail later in the article!).
• How to adjust the “feel of the draw-stop and valley” by using the perimeter slots on the cams and
the round draw stop posts that mount on the side
of the cam with the let out cables.
• The Module Numbers and the Draw Lengths
available with each module and “half modules”.
• The exact specifications for the axle-to-axle, brace
height, bowstring length, power cable lengths
(there are two “power cables” and both are identical in length) and the mass weight of the bow

(without accessories). A couple of interesting
aspects about this is that they specify the lengths
for the string and cables “with 100 pounds tension” and that “bowstrings and Power Cable measurements are with twists. Add or subtract twist in
Power Cables to get correct tune. Axle-to-axle tolerance is +⁄– 1⁄16˝.”
On the reverse side is the diagram of the
“Bow Press Setup Locations for the Darton
Vegas” (see photo on next page). This is most helpful
for anyone that does his/her own work, and/or for
the bow shops that you
have work on your bow.
Note that the riser is
supported with one set
of the supports on the
bow press. The other
supports are very close
to, but not in contact
with, the cams. “Darton’s warranty does not
cover damage to any
bow caused by improper
use of a bow press.”
The instruction/owner’s manual is clear and conContinued on Next Page

Want More on Compound Archery?
Do you know why the same dozen or so archers win all of the
major compound archery tournaments? Do you know what their
advantage is? It is based on the “80:20 law” which states that “the
first 80% of the result is produced by the first 20% of the effort.”
Many compound archers settle for the 80%, but the compound
“top guns” didn’t. The question is: Do you want to tackle the
“other 20%” and see if you can join those at the top?
If so, you need to get your copy of ProActive Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
Archery Focus
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cise. Registration for the bow can be done
via mail or on-line.
Fit & Finish As stated earlier, upon
inspection, the bow had no visible flaws,
damages, or marks on it whatsoever. The
fit of the limb pockets is perfect. There
was no “play” or sloppiness with regard to
the cams on the axles, and the limbs were
aligned perfectly.
One most impressive thing about the
finish on the riser is the “rubber feeling”
of said “SoftTouch” finish. This finish is
durable, and it is not slippery and it
appears that it won’t chip, fade, or mar
easily. I chose the standard black color. If
you want a different color in the rubbertype finish, it does cost more money. The
anodized riser is substantially higher in
cost, and I saw no need to go that route
so stuck with the standard all-black finish. The limbs have a very fancy “carbon
weave” pattern to them in a semi-gloss
finish. The bow is of a split limb design, sporting four
matched limbs.

and highly visible (see photo).
However, on my Darton Vegas, this
line is barely visible; you have to look
closely to find it. For clarities sake, you
can see that I highlighted this center shot
line in red (see photo below). I was told
that this line is also faint, but visible on
the Darton Executive bow, and that you
have to look for it, but it is visible in the
right lighting. Pat simply enhanced the
line with a black fine-tipped magic
marker to make it more clearly visible.
This alignment makes setting the centershot a snap, and you always have a reference readily available without having to
use a measuring instrument. (Although
“ProActive Archery” calls for measuring
and writing the measurement down, so I
document it in writing.)
To set up the D-loop placement, I
used my standard method of aligning the
center of the arrow rest mounting holes
with the center of the arrow nock and then tying the
top and bottom knots of the D-loop so that the arrow

Checking Draw length, Cables, and Specifications

Before I could gather any data on the bow and its
comparison to what I ordered versus what I received,
I had to attach a D-loop onto the bowstring. I have a
standard method I use to initially place the D-loop
onto any bow. I call this the “Short Arrow Technique”
which is referred to in my book “ProActive Archery”
(Section 2 of Chapter 6). Something that is nice
about the Vegas is that the center shot is marked with
a line down the middle of the riser. On the first
Darton bows put out earlier, this line was engraved
This is my new Darton Vegas with centershot line colored in to make
it more visible.

nock’s mould line is down the middle between the
two D-loop knots. After this is accomplished, the
arrow rest is mounted, and, using the short arrow
method, I move the arrow rest (in the up position)
until the tip of the short arrow is centered “down the
middle” in both planes (see photo next page top). The
bow is now ready to check out the important setup
specifications.

An early Darton Vegas with centershot line (Photo Courtesy of Pat
Dorigatti)
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Checking Additional
Modules and Specifications, Letoff, etc.

This process, while tedious, was accomplished to
Archery Focus

check whether or not the Darton
Vegas was setup as requested and
per specifications or if I was going
to have to make adjustments. As I
progressed, I decided that a review
of the bow was in order, so had to
add some work on my part to
gather data. I’m not going to outline what I did, but rather, I’ll
share the “official data” with you in
the form of Tables. The first Table
is comparing the two sets of draw
length modules, the 3.5 module
(29˝) and the 3.0 module (28.5˝
which is what I ordered to be on
the bow) to what they are stated to
deliver per the bow’s specification
chart.
You can see from the table that
the let-off modules deliver a bit
more let-off than specified.
However, some of this could be
error induced by my Easton
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Digital Scale, in spite of the data
reflecting five drawing cycles with
the “ringers” tossed out and the
closest three readings averaged.
Notice also that even taking two
full turns off the limbs, the brace
height only changes by 1⁄8˝, and
the ATA doesn’t change. The
string gap between the String
Suppressors does change by 1⁄16˝
for one full turn off the limbs, and
1⁄8˝ for two full turns off the limbs.
The draw length change was specified at 1⁄4˝ between the 80% letoff
(no wedge) and 65% letoff, and the
data indicate this to be right on.
Also note that, as specified
with the 80% letoff specification,
the AMO draw length as measured was spot on with both the
#3.5 module and the #3.0 module!
As the draw weight was lowered,
Continued on the Next Page
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the AMO draw length changed as specified. This was
all accomplished by use of a good quality drawing
board and physical measurements of the True Draw
(seen in the data form) and converted to AMO by
adding the standard 13⁄4˝ to the True Draw. I was told
that the bottomed out peak weight according to
Darton’s factory scale was 52.1 pounds, but per my
Easton Digital Bow Scale the bottomed out peak
weight was 50.1 pounds, which for me is perfect. I
don’t shoot that much poundage anyway.
In addition to all this, while at it, I naturally
checked the timing of the bow while in the draw
board at full draw. It should be noted that the synchronization/timing of the cams that was done at the
factory was perfect! I never had to touch the bowstring or cables. In addition to this, when I changed
the letoff percent wedges, there was no effect on the
cam synchronization at all. The cables were right in
the middle of the timing marks that are on the cams
as specified in the Technical Bulletin. That is, I guess
to say, that the bow came out of the box ready to
mount the accessories and D-loop/peep sight and go
shoot the bow!
Mounting Accessories and Setup

Normally, I have always had to clean out the mounting bolt holes for the arrow rest and the bow sights. I
decided to check the holes to see if the bolts would go
in by hand without resistance, and found that they
indeed went in just fine. Thus, I didn’t have to run a
tap through those mounting holes. All the accessory
mounting was accomplished without incident, yet
another plus for the Darton Vegas bow.
The following accessories were initially mounted
on the Darton Vegas prior to shooting that first arrow
thru paper out of the bow:
• Axcel 4500 Target Sight with Ten Zone 0.5
diopter Scope (Nikon lens).
• Hamskea VersaRest® with LaunchTec wide
launcher blade, set up for lower limb driven mode.
(In case you are wondering, I decided to change
the launcher blade before shooting that first arrow.
(a previous photo shows it with the standard
Hamskea Wide Blade on the arrow rest).
• BCY #750 D-loop material
• Doinker Carbon Stabilizer, 28˝ length with 2.5 oz
tip weight
• 8˝ Merlin Archery Center back bar mounted on a
Doinker V-bar unit, with 4 oz. of back weight and
slight right-out and down angle.
12

The First Shot through Paper

The adage goes that “a picture is worth a thousand
words,” so I won’t bore you with details, but rather
provide you with a photo of the very first arrow out of
the bow, shot at a distance of 10 feet from the paper
tester/paper. The proof is in this pudding! After I shot
this one arrow through the paper, I shot several more
and got the same result, a near perfect bullet hole, or
if it was off, it was very slight nock high right (left
handed shooter). Oh, did I mention that another reason that I got this bow is that the bow can be shot
left- or right-handed without changing a thing! You
could if you wanted to, shoot a right-handed sight on
the bow, even though you are shooting it left-handed,
or vice-versa. Same goes with the arrow rest, too! One
bow to manufacture, string is down the middle, la-
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dee-da, the cat’s meow!
The paper tear speaks for itself! I also might add
that I had only been back to shooting left-handed for
about a month when I received the Darton Vegas, so my
bow arm strength was lacking, but the bow still performed exceedingly well, basically out of the box with
no adjustments needed to the strings or cables at all!

and 130 grain points, cut to 27˝ length. After shooting these arrows for a while, I decided for grins to try
out a set of Gold Tip Ultra Lite Pro 500’s. After a few
shots to set the elevation a bit tighter (they didn’t
Continued on the Next Page

The First Shots for Groups at 20 yards

Needless to say, after the success of the paper testing
and having the data completed for most of the
reviewing process, it was time to go to the range. I had
initially set the scope so that the dot was right above
the tip of the arrow as part of the scope set up. So, I
had to adjust the windage only slightly and the set the
elevation. The photos below show a couple of the first
groups shot with the bow after sighting in at 20 yards.
Let me warn you in advance that I purposely did not
put up brand spanking new target faces but rather
simply shot on target faces that other shooters had
used earlier in the day. (Yes, some of those misses are
mine, but not a one of the holes that are “way out” or
into the “petticoat” are those that I shot, so there!)
Obviously the first ones were on the Vegas Face
the arrows were Gold Tip 22 Series with 3˝ feathers

Want More on Coaching Archery?
Following up on his first coaching book, Coaching Archery, which was
written to help beginning to intermediate coaches, Steve Ruis has a new
offering to archery coaches everywhere. This time, the topics are on the
full gamet of coaching topics which range from the role of emotion in the
making of an archery shot, to teaching the shot sequence, to biomechanics,
and how coaches should treat their athletes (and one another) as well as five
major chapters on what is missing from the archery coaching profession.
If you are thinking of becoming a coach or already are an archery coach
and are looking for some new ideas and help with dealing with the logistics
of coaching, this is the book for you.
Get your copy of More On Coaching Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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require any windage change), I shot this group at 20
yards and didn’t have to touch the “tune” of the bow
at all! (see the photo above). After shooting the Vegas
face with Gold Tip 22 Series arrows with feathers, I
then shot a few of the same size arrows with Vane Tec
vanes to make some slight sight adjustments and,
after only a few ends, I went over to a target that wasn’t badly shot up but did have holes way out of the
bullseye and I managed somehow to do this (see the
second photo below)! You always take photos of five
“inside out X’s” no matter what, and when shot out of
a new bow with less than 30 shots out of it, you follow this rule!

The next day was a day to try out things, but
before I gathered more data, I just had to try out the
arrows I was hoping to use outdoors. They are Gold
Tip Ultra Lite Pro 500’s with GoldTip AccuNocks, 100
grain Gold Tip glue in points, and VaneTec 13⁄4˝
Super Spin vanes. Once again, I didn’t bother to put
up a fresh target face and, yes, a couple of the holes in
the upper right in and just barely out of the white are
mine as I had to sight the bow in for 20 yards when I
changed from the 22 Series to the ULPro 500’s.
However, once again, I did not make any adjustments
to the bow or the arrow rest. The only adjustments
made were to the elevation of the scope! The bow
“grouped” and grouped tightly whether or not it was
a 22 Series or an ULPro 500! I attribute this to the
perfect level nock travel, along with the centering of
the bowstring in the system and, of course, the use of
a fall away arrow rest that normally allows for this. I
would classify this as a “decent group,” wouldn’t you?
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Once again, this does demonstrate, at least in my
opinion that the bow came out of the box ready to
shoot; all that needed to be done was to mount the
accessories, the D-loop and peep sight, select the %
letoff you want, and go shoot the bow!
Speed Checks through a Chronograph

Now that I had the bow shooting really good groups
and things were settled in, it was time for more data
gathering. I know you readers are asking yourselves,
“So does the Darton Vegas deliver decent bow speeds,
and is the IBO rating over or understated?” Or, the
most common question today on any bow, regardless
of whether it is a hunting bow, a 3-D rig, or a target
bow, “How fast is it?” So, I’ve provided you with a
table that lists different sizes and weights of arrows
along with the specifications and the chronographed
speed. I cannot pull the draw weight necessary to test
the bow for IBO speed, and beside that, my Darton
Vegas maxes out at 50.1 pounds, so I chronoed my
Darton Vegas at the 46.4 pounds of draw and 28.5˝
AMO draw length at which I’m shooting it. I also
provided data from Pat Dorigatti’s Darton Vegas
which is 3.6# peak weight heavier (per his scale) than
mine and shooting slightly different arrows. This
should give you some sort of idea as to these measures
without trying some iffy conversion to simulate what
would happen if. . . . I hope that the table (opposite
right) helps you understand that the Darton Vegas is
by no means a “slow bow.” The bow, at only 46.4#
peak weight will toss a 530 grain 2613 (11.4 grains
per pound) at 205 fps. For an arrow at 6.26 grains per
pound (the ULPro 600), it shoots at 265 fps. Pat
Dorigatti’s bow, also a Darton Vegas, shoots an arrow
of 6.16 grains per pound at 293 fps, and tosses his
GoldTip XXX’s at 10.26 grains per pound at 246 fps.
Now, as a scientist, I realize that we were unable to
use the same measuring instrument to gather this
speed data. The data isn’t suspect; the difference is in
the measuring instruments used to gather the peak
weight and the arrow speed. We live over 1,000 miles
apart, so I had to do what I had to do, but I thought
you readers would like the comparison. I also thought
you would like speed data for aluminum arrows, so I
gathered up what I have on hand and tested those
arrows, too.
Evaluating the Extras that Come with the Bow

The Darton Vegas came with several extras, namely
three sets of let-off modules (65%, 70% and 75%), a
set of Allen wrenches for module and letoff wedge
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installations, two sets of spare module bolts, and of
course the perimeter draw stops and bolts (see photo).
I chose to not install the perimeter draw stops, so
obviously I have not tested how those work and how
the bow feels at full draw by using the techniques
involved in setting them up.
However, Tim Strickland explained the use of the
perimeter draw stops to me thus: “The round draw
stops can be used in a couple of different scenarios. If a person wanted a totally solid wall you could set the round
stops up to contact the cables the same time the module
stops contacted. If you wanted a softer feel for a stop you
could set the round stops up to contact the cables prior to
contacting the module stops. Of course for that setup you
wouldn’t have any let-off tabs on the modules. The way to
find out where they should be placed is by putting them in
the wheel slot you have determined to start with. This
should be done by someone watching the cam when you
draw the bow back or by you looking in a mirror when
you draw the bow back. The round draw stops should be
placed in the previously selected slot. Just snug enough to
keep them from moving on their own. You then would
come to full draw, as slow as possible and the round draw
stops will be moved to their full draw position by the
cables. This may have to be done a couple of times to get
them exactly where you want them. If you want a softer
feel you would move them farther advanced, so they contact the cables earlier than the modules.”

length,” “ever more lighter arrows,” “more arrow
speed,” etc. I know you can think of the “mores” of
other things archery related, too! So, I was goofing off
one day, fiddling with my back weighting and positioning and I thought, “Since one back bar on one
side of the bow is good, then two back bars on one
side of the bow must be “better.” So, I up and tried it
(see below)! What did I find out? I found out that by
using two back bars on the same side of the bow, one
mounted high and one mounted low, but parallel to
each other and with half the weight on each of them
that I had on a single back bar, it wasn’t any worse! I
found that the bow didn’t hold any worse, and honestly may even be slightly better! Of course, a few of
the newer shooters took the bait and made some
comments; the other more experienced shooters got a
good laugh out of it. One shooter shot with this rig
and thought it really was better than a single back bar!
Continued on the Next Page

Some Fun and Games with Stabilization

A short time ago, I was fooling around trying to see if
I could “draw in” some of the newer archers with some
wild setups. I have often said that in today’s game of
archery, “more” of anything seems to be accepted as
“better;” things such as “Shorter axle-to-axle length,”
“more letoff,” “more poundage,” “more D-loop
Archery Focus
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I’m undecided, but I admit I have taken the doubles
off the Darton Vegas, for now. Also, on the same day,
I figured that if two on one side of the bow are better,
then maybe having some weight directed straight
down on the opposing side of the bow would be even
“more better.” So, I just had to try this out for grins.
Once again, I didn’t really see, after 30 or 40 shots any
significant difference in the way the bow held or
aimed. I did, however think that this made an already
very quiet bow quieter. I call this my “Drop Tine
Stabilization System” and quickly retired it as too outlandish to start any trends. Just having fun with it!
But then again . . . more is better, isn’t it?

• Changing the letoff tabs (wedges) changed the
draw length by the amount I was told they would
change.
• The percent letoff is understated according to my
data. The bow delivers slightly more letoff than
stated. The “error” could easily be with my digital
bow scale and the way that experiment was set up
and conducted.
• Being asked by Darton by phone to verify what I
wanted was a most welcome experience. Being
asked if it was okay if the bow were a bit over on
peak weight is something I’ve never experienced
before.
• The bow was packaged and boxed up so well that
in spite of the end of the box being bent in; there
was absolutely no damage to the bow and other
items.
• It isn’t often that you get a set of Allen wrenches
with the bow. The only other bow I’ve ever purchased that came with Allen wrenches were Merlin SuperNovas.

After all the fiddling and joking around, the
photo below is the back weighting that I use on my
Darton Vegas when I’m using back weighting, that is.
It is the original setup from which I gathered the data
on this review (see bottom right).
Conclusions

The Darton Vegas I received was as perfect as any bow
I’ve ever owned. I thoroughly checked every detail of
this bow against the specifications, and could find
absolutely nothing wrong or out of line with the bow.
I wish I could say this for every bow I’ve ever purchased, and I’ve purchased plenty of them over the
past 50 years of shooting, but I cannot, on the Darton
Vegas I have find anything wrong or out of specifications.
The following summarizes what I discovered
during this review:
• This bow was supplied dead on with regard to
draw length.
• Changing the draw length modules still delivered
exactly what the modules were supposed to deliver.
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• The Darton draw length
modules have three bolts that
hold the modules in place on
the cams. Nearly all other
bows only have two bolts, and
normally those bolts on other
brands are very small and easily stripped out; either the
bolt itself, or the Allen head.
Not so with the Darton.
• Having your choice of letoff is
a huge “plus” with Darton
bows! I much prefer 65%
letoff, or close to it, mostly
because I shoot fairly light
poundage but want holding
weights into the higher teens;
75% or 80% letoff simply
doesn’t work for this archer.
• Having everything ready, timed, and set right out
of the box is also a nice thing to have come my
way. I’ve recently had other brands of bows that
required resetting the draw length, or even having
to change modules. I’ve had other brands of bows
recently that were way out of “time” or synchronization right out of the box. I’ve had other brands
of bows that the poundage range was way above
what I wanted. The Darton Vegas arrived dead on
for all specifications. I would have checked anyway, but it sure was nice not to have to fiddle with
the settings.
• Due, I guess, to the design, this particular bow will
shoot just about any arrow I want to shoot out of
it, from the Gold Tip Kinetic with a small diameter, all the way to Gold Tip XXX’s or 2613’s, and
anything in between with the only adjustment
needed being to the sight’s elevation setting and
maybe a tad of windage. Everything simply sets up
right down the middle. My scope’s dot is almost
directly above the arrow.
• Having a near bullet hole test through paper on
the first shot was nice to see. But to have bullet
holes (accomplished subsequent to the data gathering) with so many different arrow shaft sizes is
remarkable.
• The fit and finish are outstanding! I really like the
feel of the “rubbery” SoftTouch finish that is on
this bow. I find that it doesn’t get slippery when
my hand sweats and also that the finish is very
durable.

• Delivery in two weeks’ time
really surprised me; let alone that
phone call to double check what
I wanted prior to shipment of
the bow.
• The Instruction Manual, the
current catalogue, the Technical
Bulletin, and the diagram of how
to put the bow into the bow
press are clear, concise, and
should help to make setting up
the bow for newbies a lot easier.
• The stock strings and cables
are perfectly acceptable. As of
this writing, the original string
and cables are still on the bow,
and I have yet to have to make
any adjustments to anything.
• The speed I’m getting out of
a 46.4# bow at 28.5˝ AMO draw length is more
than adequate. If I decided to go to the max peak
weight, I know I won’t get 300 fps, but then, I’ll be
in the lower 50# peak weight range, so how or why
should I expect to get 300+ fps anyway?

“My overall review for the
2015 Darton Vegas is a
hearty five thumbs up, or
5-star rating. Anyway you
look at it, this bow is a
winner, a real shooter,
and is easy to tune and
shoot. There is plenty of
feedback on the shot, and
yet it has a very nice
draw cycle, a good, solid
back wall, but is easy to
let down if need be.”
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My overall review for the 2015 Darton Vegas is a
hearty five thumbs up, or 5-star rating. Anyway you
look at it, this bow is a winner, a real shooter, and is
easy to tune and shoot. There is plenty of feedback on
the shot, and yet it has a very nice draw cycle, a good,
solid back wall, but is easy to let down if need be.
Personally, I don’t find a lot of difference yet between
shooting with back weight and shooting the bow with
just a main stabilizer. Time will only tell on that
account, however.
Good shooting,
Tom Dorigatti
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ANNOUNCING . . . THE
Regular readers of this maga- is a Survey/Questionnaire at the site that archery
zine will know that we have advocated for coaches are urged to fill out to help determine what
quite a while the need for a professional archery services/functions get built first. And, if you see a role
coaches association. It is my pleasure to tell you that for yourself to play in the Guild, you can even volunsuch an organization is being formed now, one teer to participate.
intended to serve the needs of archery coaches everywhere: the Archery Coaches Guild (ACG). This new
The Archery Coaches Guild: The Mission
organization will be independent of other archery The Archery Coaches Guild exists to support archery
organizations: ACG will be formed of archery coach- coaches at all levels by providing forums, information,
es, run by archery coaches, for archery coaches.
discussions, conferences, connections to other coachWhile various archery organizations
currently provide coach trainings, upon
completion of which they offer what we
term “coach certifications,” other support
for coaches seems to be lacking if not altogether missing. Archery has exploded as a
sport, apparently with millions of participants, yet coaches are frustrated that information about coaching is hard to come by,
with services to coaches even harder to
come by.
The Archery Coaches Guild is being
created to fill those and other needs. The
bottom line: you can join right now for
free! Since the approach is to “Build the
Guild” with input from coaches, there isn’t
a great deal of content yet, so dues are
inappropriate at this time (but will come
later, discussed in the open with all being
able to comment). For now, all you have to
do
is
go
to
the
website
www.archerycoachesguild.org and look
around, sign up if you wish (or send an
email to info@archerycoachesguild.org);
The ACG web site main page. This is heavily under construction and many of the links
you will receive email updates of the will respond with “Coming Soon!” So, come help us “Build the Guild” by taking a short
progress made Building the Guild. There survey of your needs and sending us your email address so we can send you updates.
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ARCHERY COACHES GUILD
es and any other service that will advance the coaching of archery.

things they subscribe to or to things they want
brought to their attention. Members would then
log onto the site to participate. Such a site would
The Archery Coaches Guild: The Vision
have a public face (minimal, mostly for marketing
• The ACG will be open to any coach anywhere
purposes) and a Members Only space for the subwho wants to get better at the craft, with the only
stantive activities of the membership.
requirements being a genuine interest in coaching
• The ACG will be a volunteer-based organization.
and reasonable membership dues (later).
Necessarily we will have to pay service fees (web
• The easiest structure seems to be to provide an
hosting fees, printing (possibly), etc.), but no one
internet-based portal for all ACG activities.
draws a salary or a stipend (except possibly the
Emails could be sent to members based upon
Webmaster as this is expected to be a busy and
growing site). A model for the ACG is the
many academic professional organizations
in which most people serving are volunteers (for the honor involved) and if the
organization is large enough, possibly a
few paid staff. Paid staff are not anticipated any time in the near future (save perhaps a very busy Webmaster).
• At least initially, the bulk of the decisions creating the ACG’s infrastructure
necessarily needs be made by a Steering
Committee. This group is small to
avoid cumbersome decision-making
problems. Later, important decisions
should be made by vote of the membership.
• For every significant task a volunteer
point person is needed (who would be
reimbursed for authorized expenses):
Webmaster, “Head Coach/President,”
Focus Group Moderators, etc. In the
absence of volunteers, such activities
will not occur. There are no magic elves
This the Blog and Focus Groups Main Page. Currently only the “Build the Guild” blog
working behind the scenes.
is active. There are two other FG Blogs established but not up yet. Eventually you will
see many Focus Groups listed here, run by members for members.
Archery Focus

Continued on the Next Page
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Possible Services/Products

1. Liability Insurance By creating a liability insurance pool we might be able to
provide substantial coverage for coaches of archery for moderate costs. This
could either come with membership or
as a separate program for those who
want it. (Current coach insurances
cover only official events and not private or personal coaching.)
2. A Shopping Portal The ACG could
establish a shopping portal where ACG
members could offer sales on coachingrelated materials (only) as long as a
members discount is offered. The ACG
would only pass through such purchases so as to not have to service purchases, handle shipping, taxes, etc.
3. ACG Blogs by well-known coaches to
which questions could be submitted When you click on the Build the Guild Blog, you will be taken here. This is where we
will be posting updates on The Guild as it grows. we will also email those of you who
and ideas tossed around.
supply email addresses so you won’t have to be checking the site every day. Eventually
4. ACG Focus Groups could be created you will have control over your alerts, so that you won’t miss anything posted you have
an interest in.
around a blog with a small core of people (1-3) able to post to the blog and to
9. Provide Help with the Creation of New Archery
which any member could subscribe and post comRanges The ACG could form a working group to
ments. Owners of the blog do their own vetting of
collect and to share advice and designs, structures,
commenters and no moderator is needed as would
range security policies, local political strategies,
be the case with a “chat room” function. Groups
etc.
already suggested: the Science of Archery, Coach- 10.Provide encouragement and guidance to university
ing Olympic Recurve, College Archery, Coaching
students interested in conducting research in topYouths, and Range Building and Design. Memics related to archery, e.g. arrow ballistics, biomebers may request new groups be formed through
chanics, etc. as well as a repository of research proSteering Committee members.
jects for students seeking real-world projects
5. Create a Repository of Scientific Articles that apply
(related to #8 above).
to archery.
6. Continuing Education Programs could be offered,
The Archery Coaches Guild
either of ACG’s own creation or by arranging a
www.archerycoachesguild.org
discount for programs available from outside venCome help “Build the Guild”
dors.
7. Regional/National Conferences The ACG could Steve Ruis
sponsor/conduct regional or national conferences.
The proceedings could be published and would be
offered for sale to the general archery coaching
community.
8. The ACG could create a Research Interchange
where questions we would like answered are collected. Academic research groups capable of
answering some of the technological questions
could then be identified and solicited to get
answers to those questions.
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Online
Coaching:
Can It Work?
by Markus Wagner
Forty years ago at the age of six I started
archery by shooting with a fibreglass bow at a storage
box, as so many of us did then. Soon, my father (who
already was an archer) realized that I needed the support available only from an archery club.
There I got coached by many different archers in
the club, but certified coaches weren’t available at that
time. Therefore my success wasn’t great. Later, as a
teenager, roughly 13 or 14, I met
an archer who was in a wheelchair. I was amazed at how successful he was, being a several
time German and European
Champion, member of the
Paralympic archery team, and so
on. He started to look at my style
and coached me. He taught me
that the highest priority is not to
copy his style. It is to find my
own potential inside myself,
which is always there, and to use
it. I heard him say frequently:
“Feel the shot!” I needed several
years to understand what that
meant. Step by step I realized it
wasn’t the physical feeling from
the bow in my hand, the string at
Archery Focus

my nose, or my back muscles. No, it was this feeling
in my stomach. This feeling you get after you release
the string and realize: Yes! That you know, even
before the arrow hit the target, where it will be. It felt
so great that I focused on that feeling from then on.
Okay, I tried at least. J Archery started to be my
“peaceful island.” Any time I felt bad about something, I grabbed my bow and went shooting. After a
while some archers saw how
relaxed I was when I was shooting. They asked how I did it. I
said the same thing that I got
told many years ago: “Feel the
shot!”
Most archers are looking
solely at their own physical, technical, and material issues. They
neglect their intuition. Sure,
equipment, physical basics, and
technique must all be in a good
balance, but your mental balance
is a huge part in archery, from my
point of view the most important
part. Even with cheaper equipment you can hit the X, if you do
it with the right intuition and if

“Most archers are looking
solely at their own physical, technical, and material issues. They neglect
their intuition. Sure,
equipment, physical
basics, and technique
must all be in a good balance, but your mental
balance is a huge part in
archery, from my point of
view the most important
part.”

Continued on the Next Page
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“Online coaching is not a
new concept. It was just
used very little, because
to learn archery, the club
with a local coach is
always the better choice.
Nothing can replace live
coaching.”

you do it “always the exact same
way.”
“The journey is the reward.!”
There are certainly quite a
lot of good coaches; there is no
doubt about it. But over the years
I’ve noticed that a lot of coaches
(with or without a certificate)
focus only on the physical side of
archery. They might run through
a few warm-up exercises with the
students, tune the bow and
arrows perfectly, and then they will look at him at the
shooting line. They coach their trainees with their
knowledge they got taught. But beside this there is
much more to training. An archer’s personality is part
of what makes him human unique. Here I see ways to
recognize and develop undiscovered potential. When
I work with students, it begins with the first handshake. I watch them as they move, as they speak. Body
language is something very important. It is intuitively controlled and tells more than a thousand words.
However, after a while I became focused on different priorities. I even moved to another country. But
my old trainees continued contacting me, asking for

advice. I said that I no longer can
just come by the range but if they
should send me some pictures or,
better, a video from their shooting, I might be able to continue
to help them. This is how I got
started in online coaching.
Online coaching is not a new
concept. It was just used very little, because to learn archery, the
club with a local coach is always
the better choice. Nothing can
replace live coaching. Often, however, clubs are overwhelmed (especially with semi-professional archers).
These archers mostly have to look for aclaimed
coaches who are mostly far away. Moreover they are
often only available on specific dates. Archers then are
dependent on the schedule of the coach and this is
when online coaching starts to make sense. Trainees
can specify their coaching dates themselves and thus
make their training much better and more independent.
But even a video cannot show what you are able
to see when you are face-to-face with your trainees.
Also, most the early videos I was sent just showed the

Tired of Coming In Out of the Money?
Are you . . . ?
An archer who is just starting to compete who
wants to get a head start on learning how to win.
Are you . . . ?
An archer who has been competing for a year or so and
is frustrated because you are not making more progress.
Are you . . . ?
An archer who has competed for quite a while but
never seems to get to those top three spots.
Then . . .
Winning Archery is the book for you! If you have read all of the “how to
shoot” books and attended the shooter’s schools but still find something is
missing, Winning Archery addresses all the things you need to know outside of how to shoot that have been keeping you off of the Winner’s Stand.

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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performance at the shootarchers on the shootinging range. And that’s
line, therefore I created a
where I can pick up the
“user-manual” how to
archers. Together, we will
make useful videos. The
try find the kind of potenvideo camera should the
tial that is based in instinct
first thing you start when
and intuition which will
you arrive at your archery
not arise any other way, as
place. I like to see how the
these are skills that are
trainee puts his equipment
often not used by the pertogether, how is doing his
son in daily life. Whether
warm-up lessons, and so
this is done deliberately or
on. I like to see him movunconsciously does not
ing next to the archery
matter. These intuitive
part. And I would like to
and instinctive abilities
see at least seven different
can show trainees new
positions for the cam (see
camera positions. I will be writing at
ways
to identify and fill
illustration). Now I can Here’s a summary of useful
more length on these.
gaps in their lives. This
compare views from 6-7
different positions multiplied by 3-6 arrows being mental balance, that is so necessary for archery, can be
shot. Based on this I analyse all sequences and create used not only on the shooting range, but to integrate
advice to help them get better or to reinforce the way into his personality and use it for every day.
In archery you try to do the same thing all the
the trainee is shooting. To show him what I mean, I
send trainees pictures of pro-shooters (from whom I time in the same way. By training the intuition,
got agreements to use their pictures and videos: Rick archers can now be shown that the target is not the
final goal, but the whole process that comes before
van der Ven and John Dudley, for example).
I create a workbook based on the videos of the which we can analyze in great detail based on video
archer. It’s a detailed analysis of his style which recordings. Then the archer gets referred through
includes instructions to correct mistakes and increase images of various top archers where changes /
improvements in their own style would be useful and
unused potential.
In order to establish maximum personal contact I advisable. His own well-being is always the highest
recommend a Skype conference to help us get to know priority.
Certainly the X, the center of the 10, is the
one another, to make evaluations, and to follow up. In
this way we prevent any misunderstanding and build desired goal which we want to hit. However, if the
path to this goal is not attended to very carefully, we
trust between trainee and coach.
The best is, of course, if the trainee has a good will fail again and again and hardly experience any
internet connection at his archery range, so we can performance improvement. Our goal is to find the
chat via Skype live. For analysing the details of his best way for each archer. And then the 10 or the X
shooting, a HD-Video is of course more helpful. But will be the logical result, where the arrow will hit.
And you will now it even
to see him on a video-conbefore the arrow hits the
ference live is also very
target.
important. The whole picture of his shooting can be
shown in “real time” and
there the quality of the
video is secondary.
I have seen many times that
stressful situations outside
of my trainee’s archery having negative effects on their
Archery Focus

“In order to establish maximum
personal contact I recommend a
Skype conference to help us get
to know one another, to make
evaluations, and to follow up. In
this way we prevent any misunderstanding and build trust
between trainee and coach.”
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Now Available!
The AER Recreational Archery Curriculum takes beginning recurve, compound, and traditional
archers from their first arrow all the way up to competing in major archery competitions. Detailed,
step-by-step instructions tell beginning archers how to become intermediate level archers and then
how to advance to expert levels. Each instruction includes an evaluation device so archers and coaches can track progress.
The Complete Archer’s Guide is provided for student-archers of all ages who wish to be able to
see and read about what they will be learning but is not required for participation in a program using
this curriculum. The Coach’s Guide inludes the entire Complete Archer’s Guide with copious annotations and extensive appendices on what to teach and when and how to teach it.
The Curriculum is entirely flexible so Coaches and Archers can adapt it to their needs by changing the order of instructions or even replacing or augmenting them. Additional support is being provided to both Coaches and Archers at www.ArcheryEducationResources.com. All programs need to do
to adopt and use this curriculum is to purchase one copy of the Coach’s Guide. Get your copy today!

All of this is
included in here!

Available from Amazon.com Now!
and ArcheryEducationResources.com Soon!
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Doing Things
Wierdly
by Steve Ruis
I recently wrote an article about getting
back to shooting after a long(ish) layoff. The objective, in that case, was getting back at least somewhere
close to your previous form with a minimum of effort
and also with a minimum of new errors being injected into your shot. That topic brought up another and
another and another to, finally, the topic of why we do
things the way we do. I will write more on this topic in
the future but I want to get a start now. Here goes!
On one side of “why we do things the way we do” is
the thought that archers seem to have tried everything under the sun to be able to shoot arrows from a
bow better. On another side of this issue is our desire
to “fit in,” to not appear to be rejecting the common
wisdom of our group. (We point to people who “shoot
funny” and laugh at them. To some extent they, by
“shooting funny,” are rejecting the way we shoot, that
the way we shoot isn’t good enough for them. So, we
ridicule them as punishment.) The results of these
and other related effects are quite mixed. So, finger
shooters almost all shoot with either “three fingers
under” the arrow or with a “split finger grip” of the
string (one over and two under). But, why not “two
over and one under” or “three over?” I have tried both
of these with some interesting results. Also, finger
shooters all shoot with their palms toward their faces
Archery Focus

which creates some interesting problems. Why don’t
people shoot “palm out?” It has been done (see Brian
Luke’s articles “My Second Second Chance” in AFm
10-4 & 5) and has certain advantages, one of which is
that plucking the string is almost impossible.
The problem here is that these attempts are
somewhat casual and not done systematically. Usually
one or just a few people try something different and
fail or succeed but not enough people try it to determine whether it can be done by a variety of folks and
whether it can be successfully in general. Worse, it is
exceedingly rare for people to test such “innovations,”
one form against another to see which of the two is
better.
So, what we have ended up with is shooting styles
in which all of the practitioners are basically executing the same way and are focused on only very minor
variations in those techniques. Why hasn’t anyone
seriously tried using a thumb release for Olympic
Recurve? Or has someone and the results are either
unpublished or I missed them somehow? Part of the
issue here, I am sure, is that there might be a massive
amount of energy and time expended in making a
serious effort along those lines, only to find something that isn’t as good or merely “different” instead of
“better.” That is a big gamble when the payoff ends up
Continued on the Next Page
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“just being different.”
So, what we are left with as a sport, is “expert
advice.” Sue Palsbo has stated that in practices that
seek to be “evidence based” as opposed to be “hunch
based” or “guess based” there is an hierarchy of
research designs:
Lowest Quality
1. expert opinion
2. consensus panel
3. single case study
4. multiple longitudinal case studies
5. randomized trials with control groups.
Highest Quality
The lowest form is #1 and the highest is #5. The best
we have in archery is #1 and on rare occasions, we
arrive at a de facto #2 consensus. For example, no one
is serious teaching shooting with a bent bow arm any
more (yes, there are still people trying it, but the consensus says that they are probably wasting their time).
Having elite archers gamble with their prospects
by committing to nonstandard form elements (aka
weird things) isn’t likely to happen any time in the
future, so is there a way we can rise above the “he said,
she said” nature we currently have in archery coaching? I think there is.
Backing Up Opinions

The problem we have is that what we have is basically a set of opinions. (One of the reviewers of a coaching book of mine commented “But Steve, these are
just your opinions.” to which I responded “What else
do we have?”) We teach new archers to shoot the way
we do. Any coach who taught significantly differently would have to show some spectacular results or
soon would have no students. The barriers to going
“another way” are very high. Consider the case of
NBA superstar Shaquille O’Neal, a notoriously bad
free throw shooter (so poor other teams developed
strategies involving them, including the notorious
“Hack a Shaq”). Retired NBA superstar Rick Barry
offered to teach him the technique by which Mr.
Barry became one of the finest free throw shooters in
NBA history. Mr. O’Neal declined, because, you see,
Mr. Barry shot his free throws underhand. That is the
way children shoot them and Mr. O’Neal would be
too embarrassed to do that. In other words he was
saying his “dignity” or “self image” were more important than the points he could be scoring for his team.
In golf, one sees instructors all of the time correcting
people’s backswings, yet the backswing doesn’t help
move the golf ball. It’s only purpose is to position the
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club high enough and in the proper position to be
able to make a good downswing. Basically backswings
are just sources of things to go wrong. So, why not do
away with it? Baseball players do not use a back
swing, they start from “the top” so to speak. A little
research shows that a coach actually advocated this
and had some students who did quite well that way.
They learned to position the club at the top of their
swings properly and start from there. Anybody doing
that today? Nope. It is too weird.
And rarely do our opinions differ substantially,
mostly they advocate the same things in slightly different ways. Coaches, though, are often vehement
that what they say is really quite different from what
other coaches teach, but I don’t think so. I got started
late in coaching and while attending the Las Vegas
event I met one of the top coaches. Within two minutes of being introduced he was bad mouthing one of
the other coaches. So, I had to go meet that guy, and
within two minutes of introducing myself he was bad
mouthing one of the other coaches, who I then looked
up and he ended up bad mouthing the first guy. I
began to wonder if all coaches were at war with one
another, yet I found that they basically all taught pretty much the same things. I think they didn’t appreciate each other’s . . . uh, personalities, shall we say. So,
how do we know these “teachings” are the right things
to do? Sure, they are what everyone else is advocating
but all of those opinions may just be the same opinions being recommended just by other persons, often
by people who have not tried other options and have
no idea of what is good, better, and best.
Consider the sport of high jumping. The world
record got to be over seven feet off of the ground with
people jumping belly down over the bar (prior to that
they went sideways over the bar and got just over six
feet off of the ground). Then along came a gentleman
by the name of Dick Fosbury who went over the bar
on his back. Gosh, that was weird. Uh, does anyone
not use the “Fosbury Flop” now? No? Hmm, it must
be better. (Fosbury’s coaches in high school initially
recommended he use the traditional technique but
were finally convinced by Fosbury’s performances.)
We must recognize that the traditional way is
“just the way we have always done something.” This
does not mean that tradition is wrong or right, it is
just “settled practice” and it may not be optimal.
So, how do we back up archery opinions with
something in addition to “we’ve gotten pretty good
results this way?” We have made a small start by
involving biomechanics in our discussions. Since a
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great deal of effort has been made to determine how
our bodies work, why should we ignore this information? Obviously we shouldn’t, except that we have
done just that until quite recently. So, I suggest that
we need to continue to look at shooting arrows from
bows biomechanically and learning more about biomechanics as it applies to archery should be a “good
thing” for archery coaches. There is another source of
information that could inform our training a great
deal and that is learning theory. What is learning theory? Let’s look at it.
The Basics of Learning Theory

Learning theory is merely the results of attempts of
scientists to understand how we learn to do things.
Please realize that a “theory” is an attempt to stitch
together evidence in a way that makes sense. It is not
a guess or an hypothesis. If it didn’t make sense of a
great deal of scientific information, no one would take
it seriously. While a scientific theory can be wrong,
they are not uninformed guesses like the ones people
in bars come up with after a few drinks. Obviously, we
don’t know everything we need to know to thrive
when we are born. In fact, we seem to know very little compared to other animals. So, how is it we learn

new stuff? That’s the question. Just so you don’t get
bored, learning theory is going to inform how we
practice and explain a great deal about why do we do
what we do.
For example, we now know that experts in any
manual skill require continuing practice. Virtuoso
pianist Arturo Rubenstein said “If I omit practice one
day, I notice it; if two days, my wife notices it; if three
days, everybody notices it.” (This is just one of several versions of this quote.) Why can’t we learn to do
something and then be able to repeat that thing without continuing practice? (It works for things like
tying our shoes.) A large number of archers have tried
this and have found it does not work, but we are interested in why now. I hope to be able to explain this
before the end. I also hope that we will be able, at
some point, to determine what the best quantities and
kinds of “maintenance of form practice” are required.
That would be a good thing to know.
It Begins with Memory Learning theory goes back
as far in human history as one can go. We have always
been curious. But, as with many such questions, the
answers were ill-informed guesses and not particularly helpful. But we do know that to learn something,
Continued on the Next Page
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memory is required. We have learned a great deal
about memory from people who have had various
treatments and/or ailments that caused them to not
be able to create new memories. The most famous,
scientifically, was a patient whose brain halves were
surgically divided to prevent massively debilitating
epileptic attacks. After the surgery, he still possessed
his old memories but couldn’t create new ones. Every
time he met with the medical researchers he met with
many, many times, he introduced himself as if to
strangers.
A critical thing learned from this gentleman was
that things could be learned that were not seemingly
remembered. Tasks were introduced and practices and
some proficiency created, even though the subject
could not remember ever having done that task. Every
training session was not “starting from scratch.” So, if
you thought this was going to be simple, think again.
There is No Such Thing As Muscle Memory I will
guess that if you were interested enough to get as far
as the last paragraph that the thing that popped into
your head was “muscle memory.” This is an unfortunate term, the misunderstanding of which is a dead
end. Most people think that muscle memory is an
ability of our muscles to harken back to previous exertions, that they can remember doing something

before and can “relearn” to do that thing faster than if
they started anew. It is true that if you practiced some
physical movement before and then stopped doing it
long enough to lose your proficiency, that ability can
be recovered faster than it took you to learn it in the
first place. But this is not because your muscles
remembered anything.
The term “muscle memory” was invented by body
builders for this phenomenon, implying that it were
as if one’s body remembers prior training exercises.
But, the truth of it is if you build up a part of your
body, say your biceps by doing dumbbell curls (something no archer would want to do, by the way), you
“build” up those muscles by stressing them, they
respond by adding muscle tissue to be able to handle
that task better. This is part of our bodies’ abilities to
adapt to stresses in our environment. As you add
weight to the dumbbell and or add repetitions, the
muscle gets larger: more muscle fibers are necessary to
create more force. Now what happens if you stop
doing that particular exercise (or the equivalent)? For
the longest time bodybuilders would say the muscle
“turned to fat,” but this was an illusion. Serious body
builders were, like any serious athletes, exerting a
great deal of energy and so ate a great deal of food.
(Michael Phelps had a 6000 Calorie per day diet

Want More Coaching How To?
For archers there are all kinds of “how to” books available in print
and on the Internet, but for coaches there is hardly anything.
Even the coach training courses focus on what to teach instead
of how to teach it. So where should coaches go for ideas as to how
to introduce various pieces of archery equipment or new elements of form and execution, especially when those are outside
of their core expertise? There really wasn’t anything available, so
I wrote this book. Steve Ruis
The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library is a effort to supply archery coaches with a literature, not just on the shooting of
arrows out of bows but on how to coach people to do that better.
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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when winning all of those gold medals, for example.)
If one stops exerting all of that effort and keeps eating at that level, how does the body respond? It adds
fat . . . but it doesn’t replace the muscle. The muscles
are still there, they are just unaccustomed to working
much. If this athlete takes up dumbbell curls again,
the muscle mass previously developed gets toned and
recovers a great deal of its former capacity, much
faster than would be required than if the muscle fibers
had to be grown from scratch.
There is no “muscle memory” if you mean that
your body “remembers” physical tasks.
Where are Our Memories?

If when you read the heading of this section you
immediately thought “our brains” give yourself a
bonus point.
We are just now acquiring the tools and making
the efforts that will ultimately lead to an understanding of how our memories work. I do not think we are
“there” yet, but one of the nice things about science is
that over time, we tend to get closer and closer to that
ultimate end (complete dead ends are rare). If you
look at the history of any settled scientific concept,
such as the value of the speed of light, you will find in
the beginning what were basically wild guesses but
over time the estimates got closer and closer and closer to what is now accepted as being correct. This is
true for our concept of memories as for everything
else. Just don’t think that things won’t change, likely
they will.
We Got It Wrong (Over and Over) We got wrong
what memories are over and over basically because all
the people who were curious enough to think and
report on their thinking had only introspection to go
on. So, we have thought of memories being all kinds
of things. We have terms like “photographic memories” for people who have very detailed recall abilities.
(Do you think that term was invented before or after
photography?) For every new technology that comes
up, new analogies occur to us. Many people today
think that our memories are like recorded videos that
we can retrieve and replay, much as we can on a computer. Uh, no.
The best thinking on this topic today notes that
memories are basically information stored in a network of nerve cells, called neurons, in our brains. An
average human brain has roughly 100,000,000,000
neurons with 10-15,000 connections between each
brain cell and others. This is a tremendous amount of
capacity to remember things. If the 1000-1500 trilArchery Focus

lion connections were each a “bit” in computer terminology, then there would be 100-150 terabytes of
storage. Compare than with the 1-3 Tb drive on a
desktop computer. That’s a lot of storage. And we
know that a tremendous amount of stuff has been
stored. Everyone has a story about a flashback memory in which some stimulus triggers a childhood or
other memory that you had not accessed ever before
and were unaware that such a memory even existed. (I
will leave it to you to fill in your example here.)
So, if so much stuff gets stored, why does it seem
like there isn’t this vast storehouse of information
between your ears. One group of scientists figure that
it works this way:
There is No Video There are no recorded “scenes”
from your life. What there is has been broken up into
various pieces. Visuals are stored here. Audio is stored
there. Smells are stored over there. Emotions are
stored here. Each memory is broken up into many little bits which are reassembled upon demand. If there
is motion involved, that might be remembered or it
might be synthesized. Consider the fact that your
dreams are often bizarre and include people and
objects moving. You have some mental capacity to
imagine motions associated with such things, whether
they are “real” or not.
Memories are Remembered Imperfectly Whatever
mental function reassembles the bits and pieces of
memories for recall it is blazing fast, but the reassembled memory contains mistakes and errors. So, over
time every memory ends up different from what it
began (and the more often remembered, the more
different it becomes). This fact alone explains why we
must continue to reinforce our memory, our “feel” of
what a good shot is, for example. If we just tried to
replicate shots based upon some past memory of a
shot, that memory would change, and change, and
change and so would our shot.
Memories Have Storage Strength The more a
memory is reinforced, the stronger it gets in terms of
being stored. Think of this like a printer printing a
word on top of itself, over and over and over. The
quantity of ink used is like storage strength. A really
strong memory (such as of a traumatic event) isn’t
always easy to recover though, because . . .
Memories Have Retrieval Strength Some memories are easy to access, others are harder. The longer it
has been since you have recalled something, for example, the harder it will be to retrieve. The more access
points to that memory you have, the easier it will be
to find. So if a memory involves a lot of important
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people in your life and a number of important events
it may come up any time any one of those is called to
mind.
Retrieval strength, though, is kind of flaky. It is
easy to reinforce, but also easy to weaken. The more
we work to recover a memory the more that memory
in terms of both its storage and retrieval is reinforced.
Consequences for All of Us

We tend to beat up school kids for “forgetting” stuff
they were recently taught and we “blamed” them for
this “lack of effort” or “lack of focus” when it turns out
to be a very normal and valuable functioning of our
brains. Relatively unimportant stuff is “forgotten,”
that is becomes less and less retrievable, rather quickly so that our minds are not overwhelmed with a
bushel of facts constantly swimming around just out
of reach in our minds. I remember an event that
occurred in a senior level chemistry course I took in a
Fall semester in college. The last six weeks of that
course were spent on a single equation. We examined
it from all sides, forwards and backwards, and
explored manifestations of it ad nauseum plus a lot of
the final exam for the course was on that topic. After
a two-week semester break one of my Spring professors mentioned the equation by name and I could not
recall it at all. I had one of those Gary Larsen Farside
cartoon moments (Teacher, my brain is full!). I actually had a mild panic attack, being somewhat convinced I had lost my grip intellectually. When I
relaxed over the next few moments, it all came back to
me (well, most of it, any way).
Having a wealth of information in memory but
apparently not accessible has value. Not having them
at your fingertips means you have less mental clutter
to sort through under any circumstances. And since
they are there, they can be recalled if the circumstances are right. Unlike the hard drive on your computer, our brains do not write over old memories to
store new ones. The old ones seem to still be there.
Consequences for Archers

So, our memories of what constitutes a good shot will
fray with time, so they must be reinforced continually. Pop Quiz: Can you remember any particular shot
you made last month? The fourteenth shot in your
practice round on Thursday? How about a shot from
last week? Yesterday? I would guess probably not.
Since we all seem to feel that visualizing a perfect
shot just before making the next one results in more
consistent shooting, if you have just made an excellent
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shot, you have about 30 seconds to use the memory of
that shot as pattern for the next. After that point that
shot becomes harder and harder to recall, receding in
retrievability where all of your other shots are. If you
miss that window of opportunity, you will have to
trigger the generic good shot memory you have available. What, you didn’t think you were creating that
“perfect shot visualization” from scratch, did you? It is
more than likely a pastiche, a paste-up, of a great
many memories that overlap a great deal. You most
probably did not create it like some mental CGI animation.
Practice, Practice, Practice I have already mentioned why continuing practice is required. The
strength of the memories and the ease of their
retrieval are both determined, at least in large part, by
their repeated retrieval. And we must do this with a
high level of mental focus and not just mindlessly
because we are not just reinforcing a memory we are
correcting flaws in those imperfect memories as we
go.
For learning archers, especially archers who are
rebuilding their shots, they need to work really hard
on creating that new shot before they shoot a lot of
arrows, otherwise they will be reinforcing a shot they
will change later and this will make things harder.
One author used the example of an Australian (where
they drive on the left) moving to the U.S. (where we
drive on the right). They damn well better get driving
on the right down well and then focus while they
practice it until it is second nature to them because if
they revert to their “old normal” driving, they could
get killed in a heartbeat. It is also nice that their lefthand driving skills are still there, just made less easily
retrieved, should they move back to Australia. (My
coaching tag based on this is “find your shot first, then
drill it home.”)
Mental Practice is More Important Than We
Thought I have commented before that competing
archers usually only consider developing a “mental
game” when they have done everything they can
think of and still come up short of their goals. In the
absence of a strong mental program, archers are not
reinforcing the memories that will help them in the
future. They are forgetting things they really rather
had not. They are not differentiating what is important effectively from what is not and focusing on
learning that. Consequently the absence of a supporting mental program is the source of the failure to
meet those goals, not just some possible “fix” that will
“take you to the next level.”
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Once an archer takes up competition seriously (I
mark this point as when an archer has a serious competitive outcome goal, e.g. wanting to win, place,
make the top ten, win money, etc.), they should also
be addressing the mental game very, very seriously at
the same time if they have not already done so.
Consequences for Coaches

Learning theory, as rudimentary as it is, has important things to say about how archery coaches go about
our business. When we recommend a “best practice,”
we need to consider why we are making that recommendation. What is the source of that recommendation? Are we just passing on some prominent coach’s
recommendation or have we thought it through and
adopted it as our own. For any recommended new
practice, for example, the NTS people recently recommended that archers lock their knees at full draw,
can you support that recommendation? Do you know
the pros and cons of doing just that? And especially,
if this is just a recommendation from a prominent
coach, is that recommendation supported by biomechanics and learning theory?
Recommendations coming from authorities are
just that and they are the weakest sort of guidance
that is available. Supporting such recommendations
with knowledge from subjects like biomechanics and
learning theory make those recommendations
stronger. Eventually, we may be able to do more substantive determinations of the validity of such advice
(something a coaching association could be doing
now with colleges that do research on athletics).
One thing we need to be cognizant of is that
archers are different every time we work with them.
They are older, possibly wiser; they are more experienced. So working with any archer is always a “work
in progress.” Consider the question: what good is a
memory of a 16-year old’s shot when they are 45?
What do you think? Probably not worth spit. And,
what is “ideal form,” the form taught in books, good
for? It being somebody else’s idea of a perfect shot
(like a 16-year old is somebody else to their 45-year
old self ). Nobody exhibits this perfect form. But it
does provide a starting point, a structured visualization for a perfect shot. Each archer then has to create
memories (“feels”) of their shot and reinforce them
over and over.

Consequences for Practice
After a Long(ish) Layoff

Now that I have learned a great deal more about
learning theory, I have some additional ideas I
would explore to help people starting up after a
long(ish) layoff.
People often lay off of archery for protracted
times. Sometimes such lapses are due to a long
winter and having no place to practice other than
outdoors. Other times it is due to injury . . . or
work . . . or a new baby, etc. So just picking up
where you left off may not be (probably is not) the
best approach. In that earlier article I talked about
things like lowering your draw weight to lower the
physical stress of drawing the bow until your
“archery fitness” recovers, things like that. But the
biggest problem is your memories of what it feels
like to shoot are old and will be flawed.
Consequently, this is a time where many flaws can
creep into what was a perfectly good shot. Here
are some additional things I would consider worth
trying.
Got Video? If you have video clips of yourself
shooting well (a good thing to (a) have available
and (b) update from time to time), play that video
while trying to mentally put yourself into your
shot. See if you can connect the sights, sounds,
and feels of your shot to memories. Imagine yourself into the movie, pretend you are that person.
Writing is Powerful Make a list of the parts of
your shot, down to the smallest detail. You may
want to do this in layers, that is sketch out the
steps of your shot a la a shot sequence and then go
back and add detail, then go through again and
add even more detail.
It is important that you write this down, not
just think about it as you will find things that
you’ve written will stimulate memories when you
reread them. Include the technical information,
the sensory information, as much stuff as you can.
In this fashion you will connect with a great many
memories you made when you were shooting well.
You will not have to stimulate them by shooting
awkward, poor shots. And those memories will
help you visualize good shots easier which will
help you make good shoots sooner.
Thinking Time Take time to think about your
shot. Ask yourself why you like shooting. See if
Continued on the Next Page
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you can call up memories of events you attended,
awards or titles you won (or lost). The time you spend
doing this will reinforce the network of your archery
memories and create shorter retrieval times for those
memories.

It will take time and practice to get your archery
fitness back. Make sure that while you are doing that
that you don’t muddy the mental landscape of our
shot at the same time.

Most important is to not delude yourself that everything will fall right into place when you need it.
Archers who spend a couple of days practicing after a
long(ish) layoff and head right into an important
competition will probably find that they will struggle
and in struggling they will create and strongly reinforce form flaws, simply because they are not accessing the information in memory that would otherwise
be warning them off. We have all made letdowns
while not knowing precisely why we made them.
Subconscious accessing of memories of “feels” that
contrast with what we were feeling in real time resulted in a subconscious abort of those shots. That’s the
system at its finest. When the system isn’t working we
can easily succumb to trying to force a better performance with the almost guaranteed result of a poor
performance as our reward and some new “issues” we
will need to work hard to correct.

“Archers who spend a
couple of days practicing
after a long(ish) layoff
and head right into an
important competition will
probably find that they
will struggle and in struggling they will create and
strongly reinforce form
flaws, simply because
they are not accessing
the information in memory that would otherwise
be warning them off.”

Know Why You Aren’t Doing Better?
So many archers are puzzled as to why they don’t do better. They want
to win but they aren’t even close to placing. They practice, they have a
good bow and good arrows, but it never seems to come together. There
are many things they are doing wrong but there is one big thing that will
change everything.If you are in this situation you may want to take a
peek at Why You Suck at Archery (and what you can do about it)
Get your copy of Why You Suck at Archery
(and what you can do about it) today!
100 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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Preparing Your Team for
the Great Outdoors, Pt 2
by Bob Ryder, JMU Coach
The first year archers that you met in the fall
and convinced that it would be fun to shoot archery
competitively put their trust in your advice and
instruction all the way through indoor season. Now
the U.S. Indoor Championships are over and it’s time
to move outdoors. Don’t let them down now.
You have convinced them that shooting indoors is
the medicine you take to get to eventually move outdoors where archery becomes even more fun and
exciting than shooting indoors. Have you been deceiving them or perhaps you have you forgotten how miserable the first month or so of outdoor practice can be?
Oh well, it doesn’t matter because as you drag them
kicking and screaming into the cold, wet outdoors you
will share the same painful and joyful experiences that
will only make them stronger as a team.
First of all, let’s think of what they can possibly
experience outdoors that they haven’t already experienced indoors. While we may experience hurricanes,
tornadoes, or tsunamis the Good
Lord gave most of us enough
brights not to shoot in such conditions. What we very well may reasonably expect to
experience in the great outdoors are:
1. Cold Weather...Unavoidable...We must prepare for the
Cold
2. Wind ...Unavoidable ...We must prepare for the Wind
3. Rain ...Unavoidable ...We must prepare for the Rain
4. Snow/Sleet . . . Unavoidable . . . Prepare as if Cold Rain
5. Hot Weather ...Unavoidable ...Pack your Sunscreen &
Suck it Up
6. Thunderstorms . . . Pack ‘em Up . . . Nobody shoots in
Lightning

we need to make to deal successfully with these new
experiences? These include:
1. Equipment Modifications
2. Clothing Considerations
3. Condition Specific Instruction and Practice
First of all we need to consider the equipment modifications that we will have to make to improve our
odds of success outdoors.
Equipment Modifications

Outdoor Arrows Since we generally start our new
kids out in the fall with light-weight bows and aluminum arrows, at the end of the indoor season we
need to get them set up with smaller diameter carbon arrows which will perform better in outdoor
competitions especially in windy conditions.
Budgets often determine the arrow choices made
here. Everyone would love to be able to afford
Easton X-10’s, but we have had kids find success
with Easton ACG’s, Easton
ACC’s and even the more economical Easton Carbon One.
The major problem with shooting the Carbon
Ones is the fact that all-carbon arrows are almost
impossible to find with a metal detector and that is
a major drawback for beginners.
Centershot The new carbon arrows that your
kids will be shooting outdoors will have much
smaller diameters than the fat aluminum arrows
they shot indoors and will require adjustments to
the position of the cushion plunger to correct their
centershot.
Arrow Rest The smaller diameter of the new
carbon arrows will also require you to raise the
arms of the arrow rests in order to place the arrows

Part 19 of a Series

Now that we have thought of the new experiences we
may face when we go outdoors, what preparations do

Continued on the Next Page
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the right to shoot at 50 m
against the center of the
or 70 m. But once they
button of the cushion
are there they will still
plunger.
have most of their arrows
Nocking Point The
and they’ll be starting to
change of diameter of
feel a little better about
the arrow also requires
themselves and this thing
you to check your
called outdoor competinocking point location
tion.
and typically, lowering
Now it’s time to talk
it slightly to maintain
a little more about
the correct position.
preparing for the condiTuning I generally
Switching from fatter indoor arrows to skinnier outdoor arrows
tions
we may face outtry to set up their bows in
requires adjustments to the bows.
doors. You have made an
generally
acceptable
ranges and wait until they are grouping consistent- effort to give them good instruction, good advice
ly before we actually tune their bows. Otherwise it’s and good coaching up to now. You have gained
kind of like shooting at a moving target. Once they their trust so far, let’s not blow it now. They are folare shooting with consistent form I will spend the lowing you into the cold wet out-of-doors and it
time with them necessary to properly tune their may be appropriate to try to give them some guidance in comfort and survival.
bows.
In addition to the changeover of arrows and
Sight Settings Everything up till now could be
done in the comfort of the indoor practice room, adjustments to centershot and rest position, we
but getting sight settings requires going outdoors. need to take into account a changeover into approThe first day we go outdoors I explain to the team priate clothing. Your kids, if anything like mine, are
that moving from shooting at 18 meters to shoot- not prepared to shoot in miserable conditions withing at 70 meters (50 meters for compound) is a out a little guidance from you. Your experience will
process and they are not to expect to do it on the be invaluable in making the transition to outdoors
first day. I explain that in an effort to get to 70 without losing a number of archers because if your
meters with enough arrows to compete will require miserable your are probably not having fun. And if
a little discipline. The way we do it is to set up tar- you’re not having fun . . . what’s the point?
The kids show up to the first outdoor practice
gets at 20m, 30 m, 40 m, 50 m, 60 m and 70 m. The
archers all start at 20 m and are instructed to shoot in winter coats, thinking that they are going to
at 20 m till all arrows are in the red and gold. shoot. Well, how well do you think that’s going to
Compound archers are on an 80 cm face and work? We better get started because there is no
Recurve archers on a 122 cm face. Once an archer time to waste.
has accomplished that
Clothing Considerations
they are allowed to move
Conditions = Perfect
to the 30 m target. They
repeat this process until
Footwear Your shoes are
compound archers are
a little talked about
shooting at 50 m and
accessory in the sport of
recurve archers are shootarchery but I can assure
ing at 70 m. At each disyou that they are importance the sight marks are
tant and require some
set for that distance and
consideration.
You
are recorded.
should try to shoot in
Naturally team vetershoes that are both comans will make it to the
fortable and stable. You
competition distances the
want your shoes to be
first day while others may Moving to smaller diameter arrows means adjusting both centershot comfortable because if
and arrow rest arm height.
spend two weeks earning
your feet hurt it’s hard to
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concentrate and maintain your focus on the task at wicking they trap the moisture inside and simply
hand. You need your shoes to be stable because a act like an oven.
Shooting Bottom Your primary responsibility in
consistent stable stance starts with a proper stable
foot position maintained in even difficult footing perfect conditions is to simply meet the dress code.
by wearing stable footwear. I’m not suggesting that Slacks, skirt, shorts, skorts and kilts are allowed in
you go buy a pair of special German-made Sauer most events as long as the length of the shorts, skoshooting shoes used by athletes from around the rts and kilts do not cause an uproar. The idea is to
world in a much louder shooting sport. Many seri- just be comfortable without making other people
ous shooters shoot in boots for this reason. No uncomfortable.
Shooting Hat While a lot of archers don’t wear
matter what they are standing on, the footing
seems stable. When you try on your shoes, how hats at all, with all the skin cancer that’s being
much movement do you have side to side? A firm diagnosed, I believe it is my responsibility to recsole is recommended as well as a solid heel cup. ommend a hat that provides some protection from
Firearm shooting shoes had plywood or unbending the sun. You simply want to select a hat with a
leather soles until they were outlawed requiring the short enough brim to allow string clearance at full
sole to flex similar to the flex of the human foot. draw and wide enough to provide some protection
Indoors the footing was perfect and provided stable to your face, ears and neck. Since I am fortunate
footing in spite of the footwear chosen. Outdoors enough to still have a thick head of hair I like a hat
you will find many more variables and thus the with a solid top, mesh sides and solid brim.
need for stability in your footwear. Personally I
Conditions = Cold
found a Red Wing Shoe that works well for me.
Just remember, when they seem well broken in it Footwear To keep your feet comfortable in cold
weather simply requires a little insulation. Whether
may be time to shop for a new pair.
you choose an insulated
Shooting Top Your
shoe or boot or a nice
selection of clothing for
wool sock it is important
your shooting top in perto consider the temperafect conditions is very
ture before you arrive at
simple. It just needs to fit
the event unprepared.
properly and pass the
Thinsulate™ is an exceldress code for the event
lent low bulk insulation
or governing body. All I
used in shoes, gloves and
really mean about fit is
other clothing items.
that there is no loose or
Another method some
bulky clothing that your
people use to keep their
bowstring can strike and
the shirt or top is com- Rainproof shells with loose sleeves may not ne a problem for com- feet warm in competition
pound archers ...
is using foot warmers.
fortable to wear. Many
They are just like the
shooters have adopted
hand warmers in that you
the use of dri-fit shirts
shake them up and they
that fit the contour of
get warm. One caution
their bodies. These high
though, please do not
tech shirts provide comaccidently put hand
fort in the heat by wickwarmers in your shoes.
ing moisture away from
They get too hot and
the body where it is easihave actually caused
ly evaporated allowing
the wearer to stay cool
burns in some cases.
and dry. These same
Shooting Top It’s all
shirts can serve as a
about the layers. You
sweatbox if they are ... but even close fitting insulated jackets can pose problems to resurve want to start off with
Continued on the Next Page
baggy because instead of
archers.
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fog treatment or spray
performance underwear
prior to any tournament.
that keeps you warm and
Also, it’s important to
wicks the moisture away
remember that a lot of
from your skin. The outer
the fog that you experilayer should be a close
ence on your scopes is
fitting performance jackwhen the temperature is
et that is both insulated
making a big change. For
and waterproof or at a
example, if you keep all
minimum
windproof.
your scopes in the warm
Depending on just how
motel room overnight,
cold it is you may wish to
then go to the field where
work one more layer in
it 42 degrees all the glass
between these that may
Rubber boots are a good option in rain and mud.
in all your scopes will fog
be fleece or something
else with enough loft to provide insulation. It is initially at least until they reach air temperature.
important to make sure the outer layer provides you The anti-fog treatment should prevent minor fogthe clearance you need to be able to shoot your bow ging that you may have experienced in the past and
without any interference with the bowstring. One will greatly reduce the total fogging that occurs
way to make baggy outerwear more form fitting is with temperature shock.
with bag clips, Velcro strips, tape, or rubber bands.
Conditions = Rain
Shooting Bottom Start off with performance
underwear and top that off with a pair of pants that Footwear Shooting in a warm rain some archers
choose to do nothing to keep their feet dry and just
can also perform wind proofing duty.
Shooting Hat When it is cold I resort to a end the day with funky swamp feet. Personally, I’ve
leather hat that allows me to retain body heat bet- gone the funky foot route before and now choose to
ter than a baseball cap. Depending on how cold it keep my feet dry and comfortable by wearing a
is will determine whether you need an insulated hat waterproof shoe/boot. While there are many names
of waterproofing used by different manufacturers
with insulated ear flaps or muffs.
Other In bitter cold, without insulation, your Gore-Tex™ is the most time tested and universally
fingers will slowly lose their ability to perform fine accepted name in waterproofing systems. I have
motor skills and you will eventually no longer be used a lot over the years and my favorite shoe right
able to knock your own arrows on the string. now is the Merrill Moab Waterproof (see photo oppoWelcome to the beginning of hypothermia. To pre- site page). They provide a stable foundation and
vent your kids from having this experience and hav- while they are waterproof they are also breathable
ing to go up and down the line snapping arrows allowing my feet to remain dry and comfortable in
onto their strings give them hand warmers. If you all conditions. If your kids are like mine though
have contacts with a football team you can borrow some of them will buy the best of everything and
the team muffs that all the skill players who handle some are broke like I was in college. In that case
the ball wear. It’s an insulated tube mounted on a there is nothing wrong with shooting in stable rain
belt that you can wear in the front or the back that boots, slipping rubbers on as an overshoe solution
you can stick one hand in each end to keep your and if you don’t have rubbers we have even used
hands warm. Its even better with a couple of hand plastic bags and rubber bands successfully to do the
warmers stuffed in there. There are also hand same thing.
Shooting Top A form-fitting rain jacket that
warming muffs available in most bowhunting
stores. You will want two because you wear them on provides proper string clearance is what you should
your hip for your release hand but on really cold be shooting in in a warm rain. That being said
days your bow hand will want one too. Naturally, when I was in college and many times since, I chose
their performance is also enhanced with the use of to shoot in my regular shooting shirt and slacks in
hand warmers.
a warm rain. It was comfortable when I put it on
Please take the time to treat all lenses, both on and I never had a clearance problem.
spotting scopes and shooting scopes, with an antiA cold rain is an entirely different story. You
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keep as much water away
will want to combine the
from the optics as we
information provided in
can. The anti-fog treatthe
“Cold”
section
ment that we did for cold
(above) with the need for
weather will also help
a top layer that is both
with some of the fogging
form fitting and waterassociated with rain.
proof to provide you the
Always try to wax
protection you need.
your bow string when it
Under this category,
needs it but especially
necessity is the mother of
before a tournament
invention, I carry boxes of
where you may experitall kitchen bags and
ence rain. Another thing
larger trash bags for
you might want to do
emergency rain gear. I
before
a rain event is to
have the kids put on that
Waterproof insulated boots are a boon in early Spring.
oil or spray all exposed
first layer, performance
underwear or a long-sleeve tee shirt and an option- metal parts with WD-40 to both lubricate and proal second layer of insulation. Then I cut head holes tect from rust and corrosion. If you forget to do it
and arm holes in the plastic trash bags and have before the rain, make sure you do it later once
them put them on next. We then have them put on everything is clean and dry again. While scorecards
a form fitting outer layer over top of the trash bag are generally served to you in large zip-lock bags in
leaving the bottom of the bag hang out over their a rainy tournament it is still sometimes helpful to
pants helping to keep some other parts warm and have an umbrella to help with scoring at the target
dry as well. Yes your arms will get wet and cold but in the rain. Steve Ruis even turned me on to using
your core will be warm and dry and clearance pressurized air, or gas of some type, for blowing the
water out of releases, binoculars, sights and other
should not be a problem.
Shooting Bottom Basically, in a warm rain your water sensitive equipment.
I’ve covered Equipment Modifications and
choice is to shoot in what you are wearing or put on
a pair of rain pants. Fit doesn’t matter here so it is Clothing Considerations. I covered some of the
a much easier solution. If it is a cold rain I recom- Instruction changes in Part 1 (in AFm 17-1).
mend you wear a pair of pants or insulated under- There is more to come.
wear or both on under the rain pants.
Shooting Hat The purpose of a rain hat in I hope these few notes will help you think about
archery competition is simply to keep the water out how to help your kids to make the transition to the
of your eyes while you shoot. If your are shooting Great Outdoors and thanks for spending your time
in a cold rain them you also want your rain hat to with me. I hope to see you on the shooting field.
be insulated to keep your head warm and dry in
addition to keeping the water out of your eyes. I
recommend a Gore-Tex™ hat with a short brim all
around and while Gore-Tex™ rain suits are expensive a simple Gore-Tex™ hat is a relatively inexpensive purchase.
Other Try to keep your hands as warm and dry
as possible under the conditions. Make sure you
keep a towel in a bag to dry your hands as necessary. You can’t have enough towels, waterproof stuff
bags, plastic trash bags or Ziploc bags at a rainy
tournament. You’ll want to cover all your scopes
with plastic using duct tape to hold it in place with
overhang over both optic and objective lens. It
won’t keep them from fogging up but we have to
Archery Focus
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New in the
WAF Coaching Library!
LARRY WISE
ON
COACHING ARCHERY
Larry Wise, one of the premier archery coaches in the
United States, is sharing his coaching wisdom, especially for coaches of compound-release archers but
also bowhunters. So, if you coach or want to “self
coach” yourself, there is now a new addition to the
coaching literature just for you.

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library is a
effort to supply archery coaches with a literature, not
just on the shooting of arrows out of bows but on how
to coach people to do that better.

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library
Still More on Coaching Archery (2014)
Larry Wise on Coaching Archery (2014)
Archery Coaching How To’s (2013)
Even More on Coaching Archery (2013)
More on Coaching Archery (2010)
Coaching Archery (2008)

Available from Better Book Stores and
Online Booksellers like Amazon.com
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AER Articles for Coaches

On Rhythm
Part of Archery Instructor Fundamentals by AER

Often the last thing competitive archers
address in their form and execution is shooting
rhythm. Possibly they would be better off if they
would be aware of it earlier on.
Beginner’s Rhythm If there is a phrase to characterize the shooting rhythm of beginners, especially youthful beginners, it is “too fast!” They seem to
want to erase the previous arrow from memory and
replace it with one that hits closer to the center and
the sooner the better. (Archers reaching for the next
arrow before the last has hit the target are not
unknown.) In trying to get them to slow down, the
most important point in their shot sequence is after
they have achieved anchor position. Several seconds
have to elapse for the archer’s mind to determine
that they have become still and, once still, do the
necessary trigonometry to aim (remember beginners
aren’t using a sighting system). Otherwise the “calculations” (whatever goes on subconsciously to get
the arrow directed) will be based upon . . . what?
Shooting while moving is often described as “driveby shooting.” It can be done,
but if you are competing against
an archer of the same skill level
allowed enough time to be still,
you will lose.
Intermediate Archer’s Rhythm
Intermediate archers are using a
sighting system, from simple offArchery Focus

of-the-point aiming, to gap shooting or string walking up to using a pin or target sight. Often the rhythm
of these archers is erratic at best. Sometimes they
shoot slowly other times quickly. Again, the most
important point in their shot sequences to ensure sufficient time is after achieving anchor position and
while aiming. Seconds are needed to see one’s arrow
point or sight aperture to stop moving (transitioning
from larger scale movements to very small scale
movements, they don’t “stop” per se) and once stillness
has been achieved, alignment of the point/aperture
with the point of aim is needed. Many people line up
the point/aperture first and then wait for stillness.
Others do it in reverse. Both approaches have their
merits.
Advanced Archer’s Rhythm Here rhythm rises to
higher importance. Not only does enough time
need to be taken to achieve each phase in the shooting sequence, but this must occur regularly, that is
in about the same amount of time, shot after shot.
If your archer does not feel shooting rhythm
naturally, a number of things
have to be done. One is the
archer’s awareness has to be
extended to include shooting
rhythm and feedback must be
given to the archer on this
topic. A coach’s primary job is
always to provide feedback to

“If there is a phrase to
characterize the shooting
rhythm of beginners,
especially youthful beginners, it is ‘too fast!’”
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his student. This must be in a
form that the archer can understand and accept, of course.
Timing Shots

“In order to create an
awareness of one’s
shooting rhythm it is suggested that you time
some shots, to establish
a baseline for further
thought.”

In order to create an awareness
of one’s shooting rhythm it is
suggested that you time some
shots, to establish a baseline for
further thought. A reasonable
way to do this is to have someone (it doesn’t have to be you) use a stop watch to
time how long it takes from bow raise to release of
the arrow. This can be anywhere from as few as
three seconds (machine-gun like) to close to 15 seconds (a watching-paint-dry pace). All that is necessary now is to see what the shot timings are and
whether they are consistent.
So, what would be consistent? Assuming your
archer has warmed up, an advanced archer could
have all of their shots go off in a two-second range.
That would be a very good day. On another day, the
same archer might have a five second range (from
fastest to slowest in a 5-6 arrow end). Some elite
archers have almost metronome-like shooting consistency. But that only comes from practicing perfect shots for many tens of thousands of repetitions.
Do not have high expectations here. It is important
for your archer to feel “normal.”
The hard part for the coach is seeing when the
differences are. When your archer shoots faster, are
they “saving” time at full draw or in getting there?
These are the two main divisions of this “slice of
time:” at full draw and getting to
full draw, of course we are only
talking about from when the
bow is raised to when the arrow
is loosed. You can learn something by asking your archer to
“speed up slightly” or to “slow
down slightly.” If the time it
takes them to get to full draw
stays about the same, then they
are inclined to make adjustments at full draw. If the time at
full draw stays roughly constant, they are inclined to making adjustments on the way to
full draw. Ideally, when an athlete must speed up a little or
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slow down a little it should
happen evenly, but how is one
to learn to do that without good
feedback?
Why would an archer need
to adjust their rhythm? This is a
good question. Archery is all
about
normal
variations
(described mathematically by
the iconic Bell Curve). An
archer’s positions in both time
and space vary. None of us are robots, so we will not
have robot-like precision. Everything we do with
bow and arrow will differ from the average. No matter how carefully we craft our arrows, say, in any set
one arrow will be the heaviest and one the lightest.
Our criterion for a high quality set of competition
arrows is that the weight difference between those
two arrows is negligible (as are the spine differences, FOC differences, straightness, fletching differences, etc). Similarly, there will be a range of
times taken to launch arrows. One’s “normal range”
from fastest to slowest must be found to have negligible effects on our scores (otherwise we would
change it). Nobody who has a very wide range of
shot timings has been all that successful, so most
archers want a quite small range. But on occasion,
we drift out of that range going slower and slower
or faster and faster. If we have trained properly a
subconscious alarm bell rings and it is brought to
our attention that we have been shooting “too slowly” or “too quickly” and we have to speed up or slow
down to get back to our normal rhythm. That’s why
we need to be able to change
rhythm.
One of the most difficult
skills to master is shooting in
the wind. Shooting in significant wind almost always
requires shots to be slower and
finding a new rhythm, a rhythm
one can stick to, is the hardest
part of adjusting to the conditions. Just getting used to the
fact that one’s range of shot
times will also go up because of
the wind can be hard to do.
Coaches are not violating
the coaching dictum “never tell
them what they are doing

“Some elite archers have
almost metronome-like
shooting consistency. But
that only comes from
practicing perfect shots
for many tens of thousands of repetitions. Do
not have high expectations here. It is important
for your archer to feel
‘normal.’”
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wrong, tell them how to do it right” by doing this
you are supplying information that the archer needs
to be able to get a clear picture of what he or he
needs to do.
Conclusion

You can see why the fine points of an archer’s
rhythm tend to get left to the stage in which an
archer is described as an “advanced-elite” archer.
Addressing it can be quite complicated.
Archers often make very rapid progress near the
beginning of their foray into archery, but then the
rate at which they make progress slows considerably, largely because the effort needed to make
increasingly difficult improvements goes way, way
up.
You can give your students a leg up by helping
them to become aware of shooting rhythm when
they have gotten reasonable control of their shot
process. Their focus has been more about space
(Where did that arrow land? Where is my point-ofaim? Is my bow shoulder ‘up’?) rather than where
they are in time. That is normal as is discovering
that time is important, too.

“On occasion, we drift out
of that (normal rhythm)
going slower and slower
or faster and faster. If we
have trained properly a
subconscious alarm bell
rings and it is brought to
our attention that we
have been shooting “too
slowly” or “too quickly”
and we have to speed up
or slow down to get back
to our normal rhythm.
That’s why we need to be
able to change rhythm.”

Coaches, Do You Want “Even More”?
In this sequel to More on Coaching Archery Coach Steve Ruis
addresses a full range of coaching levels and subjects, supplying tools
and new perspectives for archery coaches of all levels.
Topics Include: how to teach using a release aid the right way, why
it is imperative to shoot “in the now,” how to deal with archers of different personality types, how to establish when an archer is relaxed and
balanced, what to look for when observing archers, how to practice
effectively, how compound bows mislead beginners, how to use video,
what’s wrong with competitive age categories in youth archery . . . and
much more. More than half of the chapters in this book have never
been published in any form.
Get your copy of Even More on Coaching Archery today!
244 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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Two Hot Books from WAF!
Watching Arrows Fly Has Archery Books
for Kids and Their Parents!

Do you know new young archers or
parents of new archers?
Get them started right with these new guides!
Written for an 8-14 year old audience, Archery for
Kids explores with text, photos, and diagrams all the
questions new archers have about the sport they are
embracing. In fact, each chapter ends with a Q&A
session based on the most common question kids ask
about archery.
Kids learn about the sport from one of the most
knowledgable coaches around, Steve Ruis.
Topics include:
• How to always be safe
• The ins and outs of bows and arrows
• How to buy your own gear
• How to shoot, and
• How to compete.

Finally, parents with kids getting involved in
archery have a book just for them. Everything parents want to know is covered, like:
• How to tell if an archery class is safe
• How to protect your pocketbook
• How to deal with archery equipment
• How to find and work with coaches
• How to tell if your child is getting serious about
archery
• How to deal with archery organizations
• Whether you should coach your own child
• . . . and a great deal more about archery technique,
execution, and equipment.
Get your copy of A Parent’s Guide to Archery today!

Available from Better Pro Shops and
Online Booksellers like Amazon.com
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AER Articles for Archers

Shot Timing
Part of Archery Fundamentals by AER
Serious archers address often focus their practice
on their form and execution. This is normal and a good
thing. But one of the things often neglected is shooting
rhythm,al so called shooting tempo. Most archers
would benefit of at least being aware of this factor earlier in their learning.
Beginner’s Rhythm If there is a phrase to characterize the shooting rhythm of beginners, especially young
beginners, it is they shoot “too fast!” Beginners seem to
want to erase the arrow that just missed its mark with
one that hits closer to the center and the sooner the better. (Beginners have no idea where their shots will land
until the arrows hit the target. More advance archers
know exactly where their arrows will hit from what they
saw and felt when they shot them.) Beginners often
need to slow down, especially in the import few seconds
after they have achieved anchor position. Several seconds have to elapse for the beginner’s mind to determine that they have become still and, once still, do the
necessary math to aim (beginners aren’t using a sighting
system, they are generally just instructed to look at what
they want to hit and let their subconscious minds take
care of everything else). If you shoot while still moving
you might be able to shoot well
enough, but if you are competing
against an archer of the same skill
level allowed enough time to be
still, you will lose.
Intermediate Archer’s Rhythm
Intermediate archers use a sighting
system, from simple Point-of-Aim
systems, to gap shooting, or string
walking up to using a pin sight or
a target sight. Often the rhythm of
these archers is still erratic. Some
shots happen quickly while others
Archery Focus

take longer. Again, the most important point in their
shot sequences to ensure sufficient time is after achieving anchor position and while aiming. Seconds are needed to see one’s arrow point or sight aperture to settle
down (they still move, just not as much) and once stillness has been achieved, lining up the arrow point or
sight aperture with the point of aim is needed. Many
people line up the point/aperture first and then wait for
stillness. Others do it in reverse. Both approaches work.
Advanced Archer’s Rhythm Here rhythm rises to a
higher level of importance. Not only does enough time
need to be taken to achieve each phase in the shooting
sequence, but this must occur regularly, that is in about
the same amount of time, shot after shot.
If you do not feel your shooting rhythm naturally, a
number of things have to be done. One is your awareness
has to be extended to include shooting rhythm and in
order to get that you need feedback. Your coach’s primary job is always to provide feedback like this.
Timing Shots

In order to create an awareness of your shooting rhythm
a good starting point is timing some of your shots. A
reasonable way to do this is to
have someone (it doesn’t have to
be your coach) use a stop watch to
time how long it takes you to
shoot an arrow from bow raise to
release of the arrow. Whoever is
doing this should not tell you
what those times are, as this is
feedback you will immediately
react to.
After you have a handful of
timings, which can be anywhere
from as few as three seconds

“If you do not feel your
shooting rhythm naturally,
a number of things have
to be done. One is your
awareness has to be
extended to include
shooting rhythm and in
order to get that you need
feedback.”
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(machine-gun like) to close to 15
seconds (a watching-paint-dry
pace), is to see what the shot timings are and whether they are consistent.
So, what would be consistent?
Assuming you were warmed up
(you did shoot some arrows to
warm up, no?), advanced archers
could have all of their shots go off
within a two second range. That
would be a very good day. On
another day, the same archer
might have a five second range
(from fastest to slowest in a 5-6 arrow end). Some elite
archers have almost metronome-like shooting consistency. But that only comes from practicing perfect shots
for many tens of thousands of repetitions. You should
not have high expectations here. Achieving really good
consistency is really hard.
If your timings seem to be consistent (you will want
to check on different days, not just different arrows in
the same end) there are the two main divisions of this
“slice of time” for you to investigate. The first part is getting to full draw and the other is while you are at full
draw. It is not unusual for an archer to be quite consistent in one of those two aspects but not the other. One
way to see whether you are consistent or not in either is
to ask your coach/observer to see if they can tell just by
watching. The two segments are hard to time, even with
a stopwatch, but a keen watcher can often see whether
you are being consistent in one place but not the other.
Why would an archer need to adjust their rhythm?
This is a good question. Archery is all about normal
variations. Everything we do with bow and arrow will
differ from the average, shot to shot. Sometimes our
draw elbow with be a little higher, other times a little
lower. Sometimes our string hand goes straight back
upon release, other times it moves up or down slightly.
In addition there will be a range of times associated with
each action. Sometimes we will be “early” and other
times “late” for any particular element of our execution.
Your “normal range” from fastest to slowest we want to
have little to no effect on our arrow score. If it does than
you shot that shot incorrectly. Nobody who has a very
wide range of shot timings has been all that successful,
so most archers want a quite small range in their shot
timings. This is part of being consistent: consistent in
space, consistent in time. But on occasion, you will drift
out of that normal range going slower and slower or
faster and faster. If you have trained properly a subcon-

scious alarm bell will ring to tell
you that you have been shooting
“too slowly” or “too quickly” You
then need to speed up or slow
down to get back to your normal
rhythm. That’s why all archers
need to be able to change rhythm
(just a little bit, any way).
The only way we know how
to learn this or train this is to ask
you to do it. So, while you have a
shot timer with a stopwatch, get
them to ask you to speed up (a little!) or slow down (a little!) and
see what happens. Now your timer can give you feedback shot by shot. So that if you normally made shots in
6 seconds and you were asked to speed up and you went
to 7 seconds, you will know whatever you did to speed
up didn’t work. (Don’t expect that you will be able to
adjust perfectly arrow by arrow, we suspect that even
elite archers aren’t all that good at this).
One of the most difficult skills for archers to master is shooting in the wind. Shooting in significant wind
almost always requires shots to be slower and finding a
new rhythm, a rhythm one can stick to, is the hardest
part of adjusting to the windy conditions. Just getting
used to the fact that one’s range of shot times will also
go up because of the wind can be hard to do.

“Don’t make the mistake
of jumping into this
advanced topic before
you are ready as it will
just frustrate you. Just
realize that where your
shot is in time can be as
important as where it is
in space.”
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Conclusion

Addressing rhythm/shot timing issues can be quite
complicated. You may not be in a good place to even
look into this now, so just stick it into the back of your
head but work to become aware of how fast or slow you
shoot.
Beginning archers almost always make very rapid
progress near the beginning of their attempts at archery,
but then the rate at which they make progress slows
considerably, largely because the effort needed to make
increasingly difficult improvements goes up. This is one
of those fine points that can take a great deal of work to
master. Don’t make the mistake of jumping into this
advanced topic before you are ready as it will just frustrate you. Just realize that where your shot is in time can
be as important as where it is in space.
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